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Abstract—Achieving peak performance on sparse operations
is challenging. The distribution of the non-zero elements and
underlying hardware platform affect the execution efficiency.
Given the diversity in workloads and architectures, no unique
solution always wins. In this paper, we improve SpMM efficiency
on GPUs. We propose several simple, but effective, sparse data
permutations on the CSR data structure. Picking the right
permutation over 1,688 datasets improves performance by 1.4×,
on average, compared to plain CSR and 2.6× against NVIDIA
cuSPARSE. Furthermore, we propose a set of novel features to
describe sparsity patterns and their interactions with the kernel
and hardware. Using these features, we develop a predictor to
select the best permutation for each matrix. Predicted permutations’ average gain achieves 96% of oracle gains.
Index Terms—Sparse linear algebra, SpMM, GPU, HPC

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sparse matrix computation is integral to varied applications
in high-performance computing [1], graph analytics [2], and
machine learning [3]. Computation on sparse matrices is
challenging due to their many zero-valued elements, which
induce irregular memory access patterns. Sparsity degree (i.e.,
percentage of zero-valued elements) varies from from approximately 50% in CNNs to more than 99% in big graph analytics.
In this paper, we optimize Sparse Matrix Multi-vector Multiplication (SpMM) performance on Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs). GPUs can exploit data parallelism in SpMM, but the
distribution of non-zero elements across rows and columns of
the matrix (i.e., sparsity pattern) affects load balance and data
locality. Skipping operations with zero-valued operands saves
time and space. But this strategy also creates imbalanced load
across parallel processing elements, which harms performance
and degrades resource utilization.
We study performance optimizations for SpMM with compressed sparse row (CSR) format. Standard libraries predominantly use CSR or DCSR [4]. Other formats exist, but may
require expensive conversions or storage overheads. SpMM
performance with CSR varies with both the sparsity pattern
and the GPU design. Sparsity requires strategies to better
balance load across warps within a cooperative thread array
(CTA) and strategies to improve data locality to reduce memory bandwidth demand.
In this paper, we study sources of inefficiency of the CSR
format on GPU performance and propose permutation techniques for matrix rows to improve data locality, load balance,
or both. We improve SpMM performance by identifying the

permutation technique best suited for a given matrix sparsity
pattern. We do so by modeling performance as a function of
summary statistics and abstract features that describe matrix
structure and hardware-software interactions. In summary,
• We analyze effects of load balance and data locality
when GPUs perform SpMM. The analysis motivates our
proposed policies for matrix permutations.
• We propose several row permutation strategies for CSR
to improve load balance and data locality on GPUs.
Moreover, we select the best permutation given matrix
features. We improve performance by 1.4× on average
and up to 20× compared to plain CSR on two GPUs.
• We derive features that model the relationship between
sparsity pattern and GPU performance. These features
reveal the best permutation strategy for each matrix. For
1,688 sparse matrices, performance under our modeldriven policy is 96% of the performance under an oracular
policy.
This paper is a first step towards broader studies on efficient sparse computations on a variety of data structures
and hardware platforms like neuromorphic accelerators [5].
Given the success of our performance models, studying more
complex predictors (e.g. deeper neural networks) could extend
our results to higher dimensional, sparse tensors in CNNs.
II. BACKGROUND
A GPU consists of multiple streaming multiprocessors
(SMs) that execute kernels in parallel. Each SM runs multiple
cooperative thread arrays (CTAs), which are also known as
thread blocks, that are defined by the program. Each CTA
consists of multiple warps, each with a fixed number of threads
(e.g., 32). Threads within a warp execute the same instruction
on multiple data (i.e., SIMD). Each SM has fast private memory such as the L1 cache and a shared memory space (shmem)
for inter-thread communication. Shared memory space of an
SM is divided between different CTAs of that SM. Different
SMs communicate through an L2 cache and global memory.
A. Sparse Data Structures
SpMM multiplies sparse matrix A and dense matrix B,
producing output matrix C. Storing sparse matrices efficiently
requires compressed representations. Among numerous formats, CSR is most widely used [6] [7].

Algorithm 1 Parallel Sparse Matrix Multi-vector Multiplication
Input: CSR A[M][N], float B[N][K]
Output: float C[M][K]
1: int W arpSize = 32;
//number of threads in each warp
2: int wid = threadIdx.x/W arpSize;
//warp ID
3: int twid = threadIdx.x%W arpSize; //thread ID within a warp
4: int numW arps = blockDim.x/W arpSize
//number of warps within a block
5: for i = wid; i < M ; i+ = numW arps do
6:
for j = rowidx[i] + twid; j < rowidx[i + 1]; j+ = W arpSize do
7:
//partial sum computation and accumulation

Compressed Sparse Row (CSR). CSR represents a sparse
matrix with M rows and nnz non-zero elements using three
arrays—rowidx, colidx, and value. Together, these arrays specify the row, column, and value for each non-zero
element and avoid explicitly storing the many zeros. The
value and colidx arrays, each with nnz elements, specify
the value of non-zero elements and their column indices in the
order of their occurrence across rows. The rowidx array, with
M+1 elements, specifies where each matrix row starts and ends
in the value and colidx arrays. rowidx[i] specifies
the aggregate number of non-zero values in the first i rows.
Starting row indices from 0, rowidx[i+1] − rowidx[i]
gives the number of non-zeros in row i.
Densified Compressed Sparse Row (DCSR). DCSR further improves compression efficiency and reduces memory
traffic [4]. The CSR rowidx array counts the number of nonzero elements in each row, but this array contains redundant
information when matrices have many empty rows. DCSR
introduces a rowptr array to identify non-empty rows and
modifies rowidx to store information only for those rows.
Fig. 1 illustrates the two representations for a 4×4 matrix.
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Fig. 1: Sparse data formats. CSR (left). DCSR (right)

B. Output Stationary SpMM
SpMM can be parallelized for GPU computation. Tiling
partitions the matrix and allows multiple processing elements
to compute on different partitions, impacting data locality and
computation efficiency [8]. When tiles fit in caches, communication with memory decreases and performance increases.
SpMM kernels that keep tiles of matrix A, B and C in
shared memory are referred to as A-stationary, B-stationary
and output(C)-stationary, respectively. B- and output-stationary

kernels are most common because the sparse matrix A’s memory footprint is much smaller than the others’ [8]. Algorithm
1 presents a psuedo code for parallel SpMM via an outputstationary kernel implementation.
In Fig. 2, sparse matrix A is partitioned horizontally and
dense matrix B vertically. Sparse matrix A is stored in rowmajor order with CSR format, which aligns with the horizontal
tiling required for output-stationary computation. Dense matrix
B is stored in column-major order, which maximizes data
locality in tile traversals. A and B are partitioned such that
each partition holds multiple rows and columns, respectively.
Output matrix C’s tiles could be computed in either row- or
column-major order. Row-major computation exploits locality
for one strip of A but requires expensive traversal over all
strips of B. In contrast, column-major computation exploits
locality for B and usually performs better due to dense matrix
B’s larger memory footprint. In our implementation, each CTA
in one SM processes a column of C’s tiles by traversing over
strips of sparse A and reusing a single strip from dense B.
A (CSR)

B (Dense)

×

C

＝

Fig. 2: Output(C)-Stationary SpMM Kernel
Suppose each CTA has Nw warps and each warp has Nt
threads. Row i ∈ [0, M ) of A is assigned to warp j = i%Nw .
Each warp’s threads compute on the non-zero elements of its
assigned rows in the sparse matrix A (e.g., when Nw = 32,
warp j = 0 computes on rows 0, 32, 64, ...). Multiplication
of non-zero elements of a sparse matrix’s row happen on
threads of the corresponding warp in parallel. Thread local
registers accumulate partial sums without atomic operations,
an advantage of the output-stationary kernel.
C. SpMM Performance Factors
Load Distribution. Matrix values are often distributed nonuniformly across rows, constraining utilization and degrading
performance. A CTA cannot release its resources until its
warps become idle, and a warp’s computation completes when
its Nt threads process their values. The longest running warp

in a CTA dictates the critical path. Imbalanced work among
warps leads to cases where a CTA is blocked from accepting
new tasks only because a few warps are still working. This
degrades performance by wasting parallel processing elements.
A warp’s computational load increases with the number of
non-zero elements nnzR in each assigned row R. If nnzR
exceeds the number of threads Nt , the warp’s computation
proceeds iteratively until all non-zeros are processed. When a
warp with Nt threads processes row R,
l the mmaximum number
R
; we refer to this
of non-zeros assigned to a thread is nnz
Nt
measure as warp load. For example, consider a warp with 32
threads that compute on two rows with 33and 64 non-zeros.

33
The warp load for both rows is two (= 32
= 64
32 ), but
thread utilization differs. In the second iteration, the warp for
the row with 33 non-zeros utilizes only one thread whereas the
warp for the row with 64 non-zeros utilizes 32 threads. Poor
utilization translates into unexploited opportunities for higher
throughput.
Memory Bandwidth Demand. SpMM is memory-bound.
During the execution of an output-stationary kernel, each
thread multiplies a non-zero in sparse matrix A with the
corresponding value in dense matrix B. Because non-zeros
are non-uniformly distributed in A, memory requests for B’s
matrix elements are irregular and span a variable number of
cache lines. Rather than the number of non-zeros, it is the
location of those non-zeros within a row that determines the
cache lines a warp must fetch from dense matrix B. Given two
rows with the same number of non-zeros, a warp may fetch a
significantly different number of cache lines.
Suppose each 128B cache line holds 32 consecutive elements of a column in B. If a warp performs multiplication
for 32 consecutive non-zeros in a row of A, it can obtain
the corresponding 32 elements from B’s column, stored in
column-major order, by loading a single cache line. In contrast,
if a warp performs multiplication for 32 sparse non-zeros
distributed across columns (e.g., columns 0, 32, 64, etc.),
it must obtain the corresponding 32 elements from B by
loading 32 different cache lines. Thus, the locations of nonzero elements within A’s rows define access patterns in B’s
columns, impacting performance through data locality and
cache effectiveness.
III. DATA P ERMUTATION P OLICIES
Permutations re-order sparse matrix rows to improve load
distribution and data locality. We propose row permutation
techniques to improve SpMM performance on GPUs yet
preserve the CSR representation of the sparse matrix. Row
permutations happen offline or the cost is amortized as one
sparse matrix is likely to be used several times.
A. Load Balancing Permutations
We re-order rows of the CSR matrix to reduce load variation across parallel warps within a CTA, thereby improving
utilization. Prior studies categorize rows based on the number
of non-zeros and use different SpMV kernels for each category
[9]. In contrast, we re-order rows to better align the non-zero

distribution with a single output-stationary kernel, avoiding the
costs of invoking multiple kernels.
Plain Sort. We sort rows by warp load before assigning
computation. This technique clusters rows with similar numbers of non-zeros and increases the likelihood of balanced
work across a CTA’s warps. Although this technique does not
guarantee fully balanced loads, it improves load balance across
groups of consecutive rows.
Flipped Sort. We follow the same logic as Plain Sort with
one difference. After every Nw =32 rows, the assignment order
of rows to warps is flipped to avoid assigning the largest load
in each subset of Nw rows to the first warp. Although this
technique does not guarantee fully balanced loads, it reduces
the likelihood of one warp consistently receiving higher loads
and improves load balance across groups of consecutive rows.
Longest Processing Time (LPT) Sort: We assign rows
to minimize the longest running warp’s load. First, we sort
rows in decreasing order of warp load. Then, we assign each
row to the warp with the smallest load thus far. This greedy
assignment minimizes maximum warp load, which defines
how long a CTA is busy.
B. Cache-Aware Permutations
Rows with the same number of non-zeros could differ
significantly in the distribution of those non-zeros, which
determines cache access patterns for dense matrix B. When
each collection of 32 contiguous columns in sparse matrix A’s
row holds at least one non-zero, the SpMM kernel must read
the corresponding cache line for dense matrix B. Cache-aware
sort strategies aim to improve cache performance by increasing
locality and re-use for read cache lines.
First, we translate matrix A’s sparsity patterns into matrix
B’s cache access patterns. We construct a bit mask for each
sparse matrix row. If the i-th block of 32 contiguous columns
in the row contains at least one non-zero, b[i] = 1 in the mask
and the i-th cache line from matrix B’s column is required.
Otherwise, b[i]
 N=0. A sparse matrix with N columns produces
bits.
a mask with 32
Second, we measure data re-use between pairs of rows,
which will be multiplied with the same column of B, by
assessing their masks’ similarities. Similar masks correlate
with higher re-use as the computation observes fewer 0-1 and
1-0 transitions, which indicate a non-cached block of B is read
and a cached block is not re-used, respectively. We measure
similarity with the Hamming distance (i.e., XOR) between
two rows’ masks. The following row permutation strategies
maximize similarity to improve locality.
Warp-Aware Sort. To increase intra-warp data re-use, we
re-order rows to minimize distances between adjacent rows in
each warp. Adjacent rows are located 32 rows away from each
other in the sparse matrix because rows are striped across
the Nw = 32 warps of the CTA during load assignment. We
initialize the sorted matrix such that the first 32 rows are
those from the original matrix with the lowest warp load.
The next 32 rows are those from the original matrix that
minimizes Hamming distance to a previously sorted row
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Fig. 3: Speedup of C-stationary SpMM baseline kernel with
original CSR ordering against NVIDIA cuSPARSE.
C-stationary with original CSR ordering
cuSPARSE
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CTA-Aware Sort. To increase inter-warp data re-use, we
re-order rows to minimize distances between adjacent rows
in the matrix. Adjacent rows are processed in parallel by
the CTA’s warps. We re-order rows to create clusters of
Nw = 32 consecutive rows, corresponding to parallel work
groups, with similar cache access patterns. We incrementally
add rows to clusters, selecting the row from the original
matrix most similar to the previously added row in the sorted
matrix. Because clusters of consecutive rows in the matrix
are assigned to parallel warps, minimizing Hamming distance
between adjacent rows increases the likelihood that cache lines
requested by one warp are re-used by another warp running
at the same time.
We are not the first to study SpMM locality. Section VI provides a detailed discussion of related work but two particular
studies are noteworthy here. First, Pichel et al. improves locality by measuring and minimizing global accumulate distance,
a count of aligned cache lines between two rows [10]. Our
approach is comparatively finer-grained. It further accounts
for the likelihood of requesting non-cached blocks or evicting
recently cached blocks and minimizes the distance in these
measures for two rows that are likely to be executed within a
short time frame.
Second, Jiang et al. improves locality by re-ordering rows
in a CSR matrix using the ratio of identical non-zero columns
to the total non-zero columns as a measure of similarity
between rows [11]. Again, our approach differs in granularity,
tracking columns at coarser cache block granularity and
assessing row similarity with more detailed re-use statistics
rather than column patterns.
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located 32 rows earlier (i.e. row[i] is selected to minimize
the distance from row[i-32]). This incremental assignment of
rows from the original matrix to the sorted matrix continues
until every row has been added. At the end, each warp has
been assigned rows with similar access patterns to dense
matrix B.
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C. Hybrid Permutations
Hybrid strategies combine benefits from load balancing and
cache-aware sort.
Hybrid-1 Sort adjusts load balancing strategies by considering data locality. When several rows have equal warp loads,
we use locality to break ties rather than simply picking the
first of these rows. We break ties by selecting the row with
the smallest distance to the adjacent row, balancing load while
increasing data re-use across a CTA’s parallel warps.
Hybrid-2 Sort adjusts cache-aware strategies by considering warp load balance. When several rows are equally similar
to the previously added row’s bit mask, we break ties based
on secondary considerations. We consider three variants. First,
Hybrid-2.1 uses CTA-aware Sort and breaks ties based on warp
load. Second, Hybrid-2.2 uses CTA-aware Sort and breaks
ties based on distances between intra-warp bit masks. Third,

Fig. 4: Throughput of C-stationary SpMM baseline kernel with
original CSR ordering against NVIDIA cuSPARSE over 1,688
matrices.
Hybrid-2.3 uses Warp-aware Sort and breaks ties based on
warp load.
IV. A SSESSING P ERFORMANCE P OTENTIAL
Dataset. We measure SpMM execution time, before and
after permutations, for 1,688 matrices from the SparseSuite
Matrix Collection that include multiple categories and diverse
sparsity patterns from real problems [12]. We exclude matrices
that are from duplicate categories, are non-square, or have
more than 30K rows, to fit the dense matrices B and C with
the same dimensions as A in GPU main memory.
Platform. We perform single-precision SpMM on two
GPUs. First, the NVIDIA Tesla GV100 has 5,120 FP32
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Fig. 5: Speedup after a load balancing permutation (LPT Sort) compared to original CSR on GV100. (a) plotted over density,
(b) plotted over matrix size, (c) histogram of speedup values.
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Fig. 6: Speedup after a cache-aware permutation (Warp-aware Sort) compared to original CSR on GV100. (a) plotted over
density, (b) plotted over matrix size, (c) histogram of speedup values.

CUDA cores operating at 1.53 GHz. It has up to 96 KB
of shared memory per SM, 6 MB L2 cache, and 16 GB
HBM2 main memory with a 4 Kb bus providing 870 GB/s
of bandwidth. Second, the NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti has 4,352
FP32 CUDA cores operating at 1.35 GHz. It has a 5.5 MB
L2 cache and an 11 GB GDDR6 main memory with a 352 b
memory bus providing 616 GB/s bandwidth. We compile our
CUDA codes with nvcc in CUDAToolkit v10.2 with the -o3
compiler flag.
Baseline. We use the C-stationary SpMM implementation [8], because it outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline,
the NVIDIA cuSPARSE library [13]. The cuSPARSE library
is a general sparse linear algebra library suite with a sophisticated API. We try both modes that cuSPARSE offers
for SpMM with CSR and compare our C-stationary baseline
against the better performing one. Other recent work has also
used fixed-function SpMM implementations which outperform
cuSPARSE [8] [11]. Fig. 3 indicates that our C-stationary
SpMM outperforms cuSPARSE by 1.67-1.89×, on average,
for our matrices and GPUs. Fig. 4 also reports raw throughput,
in GFLOPs, for the two SpMM implementations.
A. Performance Determinants
Fig. 5 evaluates performance for one representative loadbalancing permutation technique, reporting speedups on the
GV100 from LPT Sort. Each point corresponds to one sparse
matrix. In Fig. 5(a), matrices are ordered by their densities
(x-axis) and speedups are reported relative to SpMM on the
original CSR matrix (y-axis). Fig. 5(b), however, reports the
speedups relative to the matrices’ number of rows (x-axis).
LPT Sort balances warp load and improves performance by
up to 3.5×. But LPT is counterproductive for several matrices,

harming performance by 0.8× in the worst case. Fig. 5(c)
indicates more than 17% of matrices are harmed by LPT Sort.
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Fig. 7: Example. CSR original order (top). LPT sorted CSR
(bottom).
We diagnose that load balancing permutations can harm
performance by degrading data locality. Fig. 7(top) presents
sparse matrix A with a diagonal non-zero pattern. Square
cells in each row represent 32 consecutive matrix columns
corresponding to one cache line of the dense matrix B during
SpMM. Colored cells include a non-zero element. Horizontal
red lines set hypothetical boundaries on rows that are sequen-
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Fig. 8: Box plot for SpMM speedup distribution of different CSR based permutations. GV100 (left). 2080Ti (right)
tially assigned to warps within the CTA (i.e., first row of each
boundary is assigned to warp0 in CTA). Numbers on the right
indicate warp load and the number of distinct cache lines from
matrix B requested by the CTA.
In Fig. 7 (bottom), LPT Sort improves load balance across
warps 0-3 by changing their warp load from 12, 13, 10, 10 in
the original matrix (top) to 12, 11, 11, 11 in the sorted matrix
(bottom). But this permutation increases the distance between
rows with common cache lines (i.e., rows with colored cells
in identical columns). As a result, the CTA computes on these
rows at different times and misses the opportunity to re-use
cached data. The number of distinct cache lines requested
within each boundary increases after LPT sort, and the total
number of distinct cache lines requested from dense matrix
increases from 24 with original CSR to 38 with LPT sorted
CSR.
Fig. 6 reports performance after a representative cacheaware permutation. Warp-aware Sort accounts for data locality
and improves performance by up to 2.3×, but it harms
performance for over 20% of matrices and by 0.3× in the
worst cases as seen in Fig. 6(c). Fig. 7 reveals how re-ordering
rows for better data locality could imbalance load and harm
performance.
In sum, significant opportunities exist to improve performance by permuting matrix rows, but a considerable number
of matrices may suffer slowdowns if the wrong permutation is
chosen. Figs. 5-6 suggest there is no clear relationship between
any single generic metric, such as matrix size or density,
with permutation speedups. We cannot trivially determine
which matrices will benefit from a permutation technique.
Diversity in matrix sparsity, complex trade-offs between load
distribution and data re-use, and several sort techniques make
finding the proper permutation for each matrix a challenge.
In the rest of this section, we analyze the performance
for varied permutation techniques. We evaluate combinations
of multiple techniques to overcome disadvantages of using
one permutation alone. In Section V, we provide a predictive
model that associates permutation techniques’ performance
with features that describe matrix sparsity, enabling intelligent
selection of the best technique for each matrix.
B. Performance Distributions
We measure speedup after each permutation for all 1,688
matrices on two different GPUs: the GV100 and 2080 Ti.
A permutation technique’s performance depends on sparsity

patterns and varies across matrices. Fig. 8 uses box plots to
visualize the performance distribution across sparse matrices
for each technique. The bottom and top of the box indicate the
first and third quartile, respectively. The middle line indicates
the second quartile (i.e., the median). Table. I reports summary
statistics.
TABLE I: Performance summary of various permutation techniques over 1,688 datasets on GV100 and 2080Ti.
Permutation
DCSR
Plain Sort
Flipped Sort
LPT Sort
Warp-aware Sort
CTA-aware Sort
Hybrid-1 Sort
Hybrid-2.1 Sort
Hybrid-2.2 Sort
Hybrid-2.3 Sort
Oracle

GV100 Speedup
Max
Mean
13.4×
0.85×
4.1×
1.02×
3.9×
1.04×
3.5×
1.10×
2.3×
1.07×
3.9×
1.01×
4.2×
1.0×
4.1×
1.10×
4.1×
1.09×
2.4×
0.97×
13.5×
1.4×

Min
0.5×
0.6×
0.8×
0.8×
0.3×
0.3×
0.3×
0.4×
0.3×
0.25×
1×

2080Ti Speedup
Max
Mean
20.2×
1.15×
2.5×
1.0×
2.4×
1.06×
1.9×
1.06×
2×
0.99×
2.2×
1.0×
2.4×
1.06×
2.3×
0.99×
2.3×
1.0×
2.1×
1.06×
20.2×
1.37×

Min
0.7×
0.7×
0.7×
0.6×
0.3×
0.7×
0.5×
0.7×
0.6×
0.3×
1×

No single permutation technique works well for all matrices.
Each technique benefits only a subset of matrices, but those
benefits are substantial. Most techniques report median values
near one, the result of offering a nearly even mix of speedups
and slowdowns across 1,688 sparse matrices. For instance,
DCSR improves performance by up 13.4× and 20.2× on the
GV100 and 2080 Ti, respectively. But its speedup is less than
0.85× and 0.98× for 75% of matrices on the GV100 and 2080
Ti. LPT, Warp-aware, and hybrid permutations on the GV100
and LPT and hybrid permutations on the 2080 Ti report larger
medians and third quartiles, indicating versatility and greater
applicability across diverse matrices.
We analyze the upper bound on performance achievable
when an oracle identifies the best technique for each matrix.
Fig. 8 and Table I report the oracular performance distribution
across matrices. The median speedups are 1.15× and 1.09×,
and 75% of the matrices report a speedup greater than 1.05×
and 1.04× on the GV100 and 2080 Ti, respectively. The
oracle’s performance is superior to all individual permutation
techniques, indicating advantages of combining multiple permutation techniques and selecting the right permutation for
each matrix. The original CSR order is also considered by
the oracle. Note that the oracle is 1.37-1.4× faster than our
baseline SpMM with original CSR. It is also 2.31-2.65× faster
than cuSPARSE, on average.

9%
37%

10%
14%

18%

15%
38%

8%
10%
14%

17%

Warp-aware
LPT
DCSR
Hybrid-2.1
Flipped
Hybrid-2.2
Others
Hybrid-2.3
LPT
DCSR
Hybrid-1
Flipped
Others

Fig. 9: Summary of the chances of different permutation
policies to provide the best performance over 1,688 matrices.
GV100 (top). 2080Ti (bottom)

Average Speedup

6%
6%

1.40

{ DCSR, LPT, Warp-aware }
{ DCSR, Hybrid-2.1 }

1.30
1.20

{ Hybrid-2.1 }

1.10
1.00
0

1

2

Picking the right permutation technique for each matrix,
rather than using a single technique for all matrices, is crucial
for performance. The challenge is predicting the most suitable
technique for a given matrix. First, we select features that
summarize matrix sparsity characteristics effectively and show
that these features are associated with performance from permutation techniques. Second, we design a model that predicts
the best permutation technique for a matrix given its sparsity
features.
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Fig. 10: Oracular Speedup on GV100
TABLE II: Sparse Matrix Feature Set
Feature
Matrix
nrow
ncol
density
nnz-per-row
nnz-blocks-per-row

V. O PTIMIZING P ERMUTATION T ECHNIQUES

4

Number of Permutations

C. Oracular Performance
The oracular analysis motivates a portfolio of permutation
techniques to support diverse matrices. Fig. 9 indicates how
often a technique is most preferred for each of 1,688 matrices.
On the GV100, Warp-aware Sort is most popular, and 37% of
matrices benefit most from this permutation. But a mix of six
techniques are required to ensure that 90% of matrices are
supported by their most preferred technique.
Fig. 10 illustrates how oracular performance increases with
the number of permutation techniques available. When an
oracle can choose between two permutations (including the
original matrix), SpMM performance improves by 33% on
average. The two best permutations are DCSR and Hybrid2.1 Sort, which uses CTA-aware Sort and breaks ties based
on distances between intra-warp rows. When the oracle can
choose between even more permutation techniques, SpMM
performance improves further. The analysis indicates diminishing marginal returns when five techniques are available.
Thus, flexibility and choice benefit SpMM performance across
diverse matrices.
While oracular performance gains are considerable, selecting the most preferred technique for each matrix prior to
execution is non-trivial. In Section V, we propose predictors
that associate permutation performance with sparsity features
to produce an efficient permutation choice for each matrix.

3

Definition
number of rows
number of columns
nnz × [nrow × ncol ]−1
number of non-zero elements (minimum,
mean, and maximum across rows)
number of blocks of Nw consecutive
columns with at least one non-zero (minimum, mean, and maximum across rows)

Load Balance
warp load

Data Locality
same-cache-lines

distinct-cache-lines-perwarp
total-cache-lines-per-warp

adjacent-vector-distance

l
m
nnz
accumulated warp load ( N R ) for all
t
rows assigned to a warp (minimum, mean,
and maximum across warps)
number of requests for same cache line of
dense matrix B (minimum, mean, and maximum across cache lines)
number of distinct cache lines requested per
warp (minimum, mean, and maximum across
warps)
number of cache lines (distinct or not) requested per warp (minimum, mean, and maximum across warps)
distance between bit masks for adjacent rows
(minimum, mean, and maximum across adjacent rows)

A. Sparsity Features
We identify sets of features, for a sparse matrix, that predict
the most suitable permutation technique for the (D)CSR matrix
format. These features reflect insights from our performance
analysis and capture sparsity patterns that affect load balance
and data locality. These features also span the hardwaresoftware interface, enabling predictors that account for interactions between the sparse matrix, parallel workers, and cache
organization.
Table II lists features that describe the matrix, measure
load balance, and measure data locality. Most features are
expanded to describe three summary statistics (e.g., minimum,
mean, maximum) to produce a full set of twenty-four features.
These features can be quantified, offline and efficiently, by
examining matrix structure. First, matrix features quantify the
distribution of non-zero elements and include measures such
as the number of rows and average number of non-zeros per
row. Second, load balance and data locality features describe
SpMM interactions with the underlying GPU. These features
include platform parameters such as the number of warps and
the cache line size.

6.2%
15.5%

Together, these features supply information to predict the
row permutation that performs best. For instance, if the warp
load features across warps indicate a fairly balanced load (e.g.,
similar values for minimum and maximum warp load), the
CSR matrix’s original sparsity pattern offers little potential
performance gain for load balancing permutation techniques
to exploit and cache-aware permutation techniques may be
more beneficial.

49%
29.2%

6.9%
14.9%

B. Optimizing Performance
We construct models to solve a classification problem, in
which sparse matrix features map to the permutation technique
that minimizes execution time. We consider the twenty-four
features in Table II. Fig. 10 indicates diminishing marginal
returns beyond three permutation techniques and we consider
four classes: DCSR, LPT, Warp-Aware, and the original CSR
matrix order. This fourth class is required because some
matrices see only slowdowns from row permutations, and
keeping the original order is preferred. Note that our model
imposes no limit on the number of classes.
We approach this classification problem in two steps. First,
we predict execution time of permutation classes using attributes of the sparse matrix in Table II (regression). We
construct a neural network with four execution time outputs,
one for each permutation technique. The network uses two
fully connected hidden layers with 64 and 32 neurons with
L2 regularization. Second, given the predicted execution times,
we select the permutation technique that minimizes execution
time as the preferred choice (classification).
Figs. 5-6 indicate no clear linear relationship between
features, such as density, and speedups from permutation techniques. Neural networks can describe non-linear relationships
and interactions between features, making them attractive
models for modeling SpMM performance, but other models
might be suitable as well.
We classify in two steps because predicting raw execution
time might be desirable. But also we evaluate our predictor
by directly training a classifier on the same set of sparsity
features to classify each matrix in a permutation class. Instead
of regression values for executions times, we use softmax in
the output layer and select the permutation class with highest
probability as the classification result. This approach achieves
average speedups within 4-5% of the oracle’s.
C. Training
We implement our predictor with the Keras library and run
it with the Tensorflow backend on an x86 machine. We use
80% of the 1,688 matrices to train the model and 20% to test.
The loss function is mean absolute percentage error.
Fig. 11 shows how often each of the top four permutation
techniques is most preferred by a sparse matrix on the GV100
and Ti 2080 within our training set. The population distribution
of matrices among these four permutation classes is highly
imbalanced. Therefore, a normal training procedure with equal
importance for all samples from the training set is likely to
lead us to a biased model.

LPT Sort
Warp-aware
DCSR
CSR

22.2%

55.9%

Hybrid-2.3
Hybrid-1
DCSR
CSR

Fig. 11: Summary of the chances of four permutation policies
to provide the best performance over training set on GV100
(top) and Ti 2080 (bottom).
To avoid bias, we assign a set of weights to classes that
are inversely proportional to class population in Fig. 11. For
instance, as the population of the LPT class is 1.7× the
population of the Warp-aware class, the weight assigned to
Warp-aware is 1.7× larger than LPT’s. Weights define the
value of each sample during training and are accounted for in
the loss function. Minority classes’ information is preserved
due to their their greater weights in the loss function. Such
weighting is common when training with imbalanced data.
D. Accuracy
For each matrix in the test set, we evaluate four predicted
execution times corresponding to the four candidate permutation techniques (i.e., CSR, DCSR, LPT, and Warp-aware on
the GV100). Each prediction incurs an error compared to true
execution time. We use absolute error percentage
- Predicted Value
( True Value
× 100) to quantify model accuracy.
True Value
Fig. 12 summarizes regression accuracy by plotting an
empirical cumulative distribution function. The x-axis presents
error and the y-axis presents how often predictions achieve
less than that error. Fewer than 30% of matrices report errors
below 2% and approximately 70% report errors below 10%.
Although predictions are inaccurate for a considerable number
of matrices, the regression stage is intended to support the
following optimization stage, which finds the best permutation
technique for each matrix. As long as execution time predictions are relatively accurate, they may be sufficient for our
optimization problem.
To evaluate optimization effectiveness, Fig. 13 presents
classification results in a confusion matrix. Rows and columns
correspond to optimal and predicted classes, respectively. Each
sparse matrix is accounted for in the row for its optimal class
and column that our model predicts for it. Each cell reports two
values—the number of matrices assigned to it and the average
performance loss for those matrices. Loss is the difference
between model- and oracle-selected permutation. Note the
the test set has 24, 57, 100, and 157 matrices for classes
CSR, DCSR, Warp-aware, and LPT. If all matrices were
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Fig. 12: Cumulative distribution of absolute errors on predicted execution time for each of the 4 classes. 70% of our predictions
report errors below 10%.
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Fig. 13: Confusion matrix for classification using our predictor
model on GV100.

perfectly classified, only the diagonal cells in the confusion
matrix would hold non-zero values. The confusion matrix
shows 82% of matrices are classified correctly using regression
predictions. For example, 135 of the 157 LPT matrices are
classified correctly while 4, 1, and 17 of its matrices are
mistakenly classified under CSR, DCSR, and Warp-aware, respectively. However, even this analysis is conservative because
the classifier may select a sub-optimal technique yet achieve
a large fraction of the optimal technique’s performance gain.
Cells with high performance loss include very few samples.
Although our model classifies one matrix originally from
LPT class as DCSR class, incurring a 43% performance loss,
most mis-classifications incur less than 10% performance loss
relative to oracular performance.
Our proposed classifier performs nearly as well as an oracle.
The neural network selects the permutation technique and
improves the test set’s performance by 1.37×, on average,
over using the original matrix representation. An oracle that
chooses the right technique for each matrix could improve
performance by up to 1.41× on the GV100. Training our predictor on the Ti 2080 also achieved average gains within 4% of
oracle gains. However, these averages obscure performance for
individual matrices and we must also evaluate the performance
distribution.
Fig. 14 presents the distribution of losses on matrices in
the test set. Loss is zero when the model and oracle select
the same permutation, is modest when the model selects a
sub-optimal permutation that performs well, and is high when
the model selects the wrong permutation strategy entirely and
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8 10 12 14 16 18 20 50 100 >100

Maximum Performance Loss(%)

75
50

4

Fig. 14: Histogram of performance loss due to misclassification compared to oracle choice
causes a significant loss. The figure characterizes losses across
tested matrices in a histogram. Over 86% of tested matrices
perform within 4% of oracular performance and over 90% of
them within 10%. On average, matrices perform within 3.8%
of oracular performance.
Using our sparsity feature set, our predictor achieves high
accuracy with a simple network architecture, which results in
fast training. Inference to predict the best permutation strategy
for each matrix in the test set also happens in real-time.
High accuracy, low cost, and considerable gains, compared
to blindly using one permutation for all matrices, strongly
motivate using our prediction technique to select the right
permutation for each matrix’s unique sparsity pattern.
E. Sensitivity
Model Features. Prior approaches model the effect of
different sparse matrix representations using only matrix characteristics and neglecting platform parameters [14] [15]. In
contrast, we model the effect of matrix row permutations, for a
given representation, and require additional features. We train
our model twice, once with our matrix features alone and again
with the complete feature set.
The model trained with only matrix characteristics selects
techniques that improve performance by only 1.10× and
incurs 31% performance losses relative to the oracle. The
model trained with the complete feature set selects techniques
that improve performance by 1.37× and incurs only 3.8%
performance loss. Considering both hardware and software
parameters, such as load balance and data locality, is crucial
for classifying permutation techniques.
Neural Network Topology. The neural network’s hyperparameters affect model accuracy and learning rate. A full
exploration of the predictor’s topology space, such as the
number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in
each layer, is beyond this study’s scope. But we do assess
model sensitivity to hyperparameters and use rules-of-thumb to
constrain the hyperparameter space. We begin with one hidden
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Fig. 15: Sensitivity of predictor accuracy to neural network
topology. Topology (a,b,c) represents 3 hidden layers with a,
b, and c neurons.
layer and examine the effects from more neurons and/or more
layers on prediction accuracy using L2 regularization. Fig. 15
reports average performance loss relative to an oracle. Adding
a second layer improves accuracy, but adding a third did not.
Given these outcomes, we use two hidden layers with 64 and
32 neurons, respectively, to obtain accurate predictions with
relatively few parameters.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Matrix Permutations. Reordering sparse matrix rows or
columns improves efficiency and bandwidth [16] [17] [18].
Examples include classical techniques like Approximate Minimum Degree [18], Reverse Cuthill–McKee [16] [19], and
METIS [17] for SpMV on CPUs. Pichel et al. define distance
functions between matrix rows/columns [20] [21] and find a
graph traversal that minimizes the distance between adjacent
rows, outperforming classical reordering approaches. Pichel
et al. also extend reordering to GPUs [10], outperforming all
classic reordering techniques. Our cache-aware strategies are
inspired by Pichel et al.
Our approach differs from prior work. First, we define a
different distance metric, modeling not only the likelihood of
re-using a cached block but also the event of requesting a noncached block or evicting a recently cached block. Second, we
consider code structure and thread organization in our SpMM
kernel, reordering rows to minimize differences between rows
that are likely to compute close in time.
Jiang et al. cluster and reorder rows to improve locality
[11], measuring similarity based on the ratio between identical
non-zero columns to all non-zero columns among two rows.
Unfortunately, two pairs of rows with the same ratio can differ
significantly in the number of reused cache lines. The ratio
also misses locality when non-zero columns are not identical
yet belong to the same cache block, each of which holds 32
columns. We address this problem with bit vectors that track
access patterns for cache blocks. Finally, prior studies do not
account for GPU load and cannot meet the needs of diverse
matrices when no single permutation technique is best suited
for all matrices. We are the first to develop a broad set of
permutation techniques for GPUs.
Sparse Linear Algebra. How kernels are mapped to parallel processing elements influences load balance and data reuse. Load balance can be improved by distributing non-zeros

over elements more effectively [22] [23] [24] or selecting an
optimal kernel given the number of non-zeros in rows [9].
Different sparse matrices have varied preferences for code
structure, incurring the costs of parameter tuning and kernel
switching; we do not tune SpMM code in this paper.
Sparse Matrix Format. Data structure and matrix format
impact performance and storage requirements. CSR is most
common but alternatives have been proposed [25] [26]. Some
data formats are particularly efficient for matrices with specific
sparsity patterns (e.g., diagonal, symmetric) [27] [28] [29].
Alternative formats and kernels can outperform CSR and
the output-stationary kernel for some matrices, but they often suffer from significant pre-processing time or additional
metadata storage. Furthermore, as many standard libraries and
kernels are implemented for CSR, using other formats incurs
additional overheads for online conversion. Unlike prior work,
we do not modify matrix format or kernel implementation,
avoiding matrix conversion costs.
Machine Learning. Machine learning methods can select
matrix data structures using sparsity features. Decision trees
use sparsity features to choose between COO, ELL, CSR, and
HYB representations [15]. Support vector machines use simpler features yet account for non-linear performance topologies
[14]. CNNs treat sparsity patterns as images and predict the
best data structure [30] [31].
We are the first to predict the effects of row permutations for
a given data structure, CSR. We use richer input features and
less complex models to capture hardware-software interactions
on the GPU. Simpler, fully-connected networks with only two
hidden layers are sufficient for selecting row permutation techniques. Our features are easily calculated and avoid overheads
associated with converting matrices into images for input into
CNNs. Our model requires less parameter tuning and less
training data, and it is faster in training.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We design sparse matrix row permutations that improve
load balance, data re-use, or both for SpMM computation on
GPUs. We propose a heterogeneous permutation strategy to
choose the best performing permutation for each matrix given
its sparsity pattern. The strategy offers significant performance
gains compared to using a single permutation for all matrices.
We develop a predictive model that finds the best permutation
for each matrix using its sparsity features and achieves 96%
of oracle gains.
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